Time course of lamotrigine de-induction: impact of step-wise withdrawal of carbamazepine or phenytoin.
The objective of the present analysis is to examine lamotrigine (LTG) pharmacokinetics both during polytherapy with enzyme inducing antiepileptic drugs and to evaluate the time course of de-induction following the step-wise withdrawal of enzyme inducers. LTG pharmacokinetics can be significantly influenced by concomitant AEDs, and the addition of enzyme inducers can markedly increase LTG clearance, thereby reducing serum concentrations. A clinically relevant question is how will LTG clearance and resulting plasma concentrations be altered during concomitant enzyme inducer withdrawal/conversion process. As part of a previously published, active-control, LTG monotherapy trial, dose and plasma concentration data for LTG, carbamazepine (CBZ) or phenytoin (PHT) were obtained. Following the attainment of a LTG target dose of 500 mg/day, CZB or PHT were withdrawn in weekly 20% decrements. Following inducer withdrawal, LTG was then continued as monotherapy for an additional 12 weeks. Plasma concentrations and daily doses of LTG, CBZ, or PHT were obtained at regularly scheduled study visits during inducer withdrawal and during LTG monotherapy. Pharmacokinetic analysis of the plasma concentration data was done to determine the time-course and effect of inducer plasma concentration on LTG oral clearance (Cl(o)), where LTG Cl(o) was estimated as the dose/concentration ratio. Of the 156 patients enrolled in this trial, 76 were assigned to LTG arm, 43 completed the withdrawal to monotherapy phase with 28 successfully completing the study. In a subset analysis of completers, LTG Cl(o) determined prior to withdrawal of the inducers was significantly greater in patients (n=28) on LTG+PHT (160% increase) than in those (n=48) receiving LTG+CBZ (62% increase): 1.77+/-0.77 vs. 1.06+/-0.41 ml/min/kg, respectively, p=0.017. The significant reduction in LTG Cl(o) occurred only when CBZ plasma concentrations reached approximately 2 microg/ml or PHT plasma concentrations reached zero. Mean LTG plasma concentrations will approximately double following the withdrawal PHT; however increases of only 60% may occur following the withdrawal of CBZ. Importantly, these data suggest that LTG concentrations would not be expected to increase until the concomitant inducer is almost completely removed.